Refined 3.2 A structure of glycosomal holo glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase from Trypanosoma brucei brucei.
The three-dimensional crystal structure of the enzyme glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase from the kinetoplastid Trypanosoma brucei brucei has been determined at 3.2 A resolution from a 37% complete data set collected using the Laue method. The crystals used in the structure determination contain one and a half tetrameric enzyme molecules in the asymmetric unit, i.e. six identical subunits. Initial phasing was carried out by the method of molecular replacement using the refined coordinates of holo glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase from Bacillus stearothermophilus as a search model. The initial electron-density distribution, obtained from the molecular-replacement solution, was greatly improved by a procedure consisting of 36 cycles of iterative non-crystallographic density averaging. During the averaging procedure, the missing reflections (63% of the data) were gradually introduced as map-inversion structure factors. At completion of the procedure, the R-factor between averaged map-inversion amplitudes and observed structure-factor amplitudes was 19.0% for all data between 7.0 and 3.2 A resolution, and that between the map-inversion amplitudes and later recorded structure-factor amplitudes was 41.9%. After model building into the resulting averaged electron-density map, refinement by molecular-dynamics procedures with X-PLOR provided the current model, which has an R-factor of 17.6% for 34 835 reflections between 7.0 and 3.2 A resolution. The refined model, comprising 2735 protein atoms plus one NAD(+) molecule and two sulfate ions per subunit, has r.m.s. deviations from ideality of 0.02 A for bond lengths and 3.6 degrees for bond angles. All subunits, located either within the tetrameric molecule or within the half tetramer present in the asymmetric unit, are related to each other by almost exact twofold symmetry. The overall structure of the glycosomal glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase subunit and its quaternary arrangement in the tetrameric molecule are similar to that of the enzyme of lobster and Bacillus stearothermophilus (with r.m.s. differences between equivalent Calpha positions of 0.71 and 0.64 A, respectively). The main differences between the structures is the presence of three insertions, plus the substitution of a beta-strand by a short alpha-helix, both occurring at the surface of the glycosomal enzyme subunit.